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Bitty Butterfly Box & Gift Card w/Envelope 
 

Stamp Sets: Butterfly Prints  #121049 (wood)  #120738 (clear) 

  Petite Pairs  # 122495 (wood)  #122497 (clear) 
   

Ink:     Regal Rose Classic Stampin’ Pad  #105211 
   

Card Stock: Whisper White Card Stock  #100730 

  Regal Rose Card Stock  #105130 

  Whisper White Textured Card Stock  #121075 

  Brights Patterns Designer Series Paper  #117155 
     

Accessories: Butterfly Punch  #119848 

  Pinking Hearts Border Punch  #117649 

  Bitty Box & Envelope  #115967  

  Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine  #113439 

  Extended Premium Crease Pad  #117630 

  Basic Rhinestones  #119246     

  SNAIL Adhesive  #104332 

  Sticky Strip  #104294      

  Glue Dots  #103683 

                
Cutting Dimensions:  Regal Rose Card Stock --- 7 3/8” x 5 ¼”, 2 Punched Butterflies 

    Regal Rose Dotted DSP --- 5 5/8” x 3 3/8” 

    Whisper White Card Stock --- 1 ½” x 6”, 2 x 4” scored @ 2” 

    Whisper White Textured  --- 2” x 7”  scored @ 1 ¼”, 2”, 4 ½”, 5 ¼” 

     
 

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.) 
 

1. Lay the Regal Rose card stock (box) and dotted Designer Paper (envelope) onto the Bitty 

Box & Envelope die.  Sandwich as indicated below and die cut with the Big Shot. 

 

Sandwich (from bottom to top):     Extended Cutting Pad 

            Bitty Box Die 

            Card Stock/DSP 

            Extended Premium Crease Pad 

            Shim (piece of card stock) if needed 

 

2. Fold along score lines on both the box and envelope.  Crease well using a bone folder and 

then apply Sticky Strip to the long flaps on the inside of the box as indicated by the red 

lines in the picture. 

3. Turn the box over and apply SNAIL Adhesive to the four small flaps on the outside (or right 

side) of the box as indicated by watermarks in the picture. 

4. Fold the four small flaps to the inside of the box and adhere to the sides.  Then remove the 

Sticky Strip backing and fold the long flaps toward the inside of the box, overlapping the 

small flaps and adhere.  Close box by inserting the tab into the slit. 

5. Apply Sticky Strip to the wrong side of the larger flap on the envelope as indicated by the 

red lines in the picture, fold and adhere to create the envelope. 

6. Fold the 2”x 4” piece of Whisper White card stock to create a gift card.  Stamp wording at 

lower edge of card front with Regal Rose ink.  Attach one Punched Regal Rose Butterfly 

above wording with SNAIL Adhesive. 

7. Stamp two Butterfly images onto scrap of Whisper White card stock and punch them out 

with the Butterfly Punch. 

8. Attach one stamped butterfly to the card front, directly over the Regal Rose Butterfly with a 

Glue Dot.  Add a Rhinestone Jewel to the center of the Butterfly.  Pinch Wings for dimension, 

then slip card inside the envelope. 

9. Punch border along both long sides of the Whisper White Textured Card Stock using the Pinking Hearts 

Border Punch. 
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10. Fold along score lines and apply Sticky Strip to one end of the strip, remove backing (this will be the belly 

band).  Layer the envelope onto the top of the box and wrap the belly band around, so the ends overlap 

on the bottom of the box.  Adhere ends together. 

11. Apply the remaining punched Regal Rose Butterfly to center of Belly Band with SNAIL Adhesive, then 

attach the remaining stamped butterfly directly over it with a Glue Dot, just as you did for the card.  Add a 

Rhinestone Jewel to the center of the butterfly, pinch wings for dimension. 
 

Your Bitty Box is complete…Enjoy!  

 

 

 
Retiring products are listed in BLUE! 

Stamp Sets are available until May 31st, 2012. 

Accessories are available WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!! 
 

                       Order Stampin’ Up! Products Online at www.JillFranchett.stampinup.net 


